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BOOK #1: Diabetes: Learn How to Fight
Diabetes and Overcome the 12 Most
Common Diabetes Mistakes Are you
diabetic? Do you know someone who is
suffering from Diabetes? Or you have
someone very close who had died from this
gruesome ailment? Do you like many other
people have the belief that diabetes is the
fastest killer one can ever imagine? You
have just made the right choice in
acquiring this book. And I commend you
for your decision. Amongst other very
important information locked up within the
pages of this book, you will be able to learn
one very important truth Diabetes is not a
killer disease and can be well managed.
BOOK #2: Herbal Antibiotics: How to Use
the 15 Amazing Natural Herbal Antibiotics
and Anti-virals That Are Hiding in Your
Kitchen
It is not only the medical
professionals that are debating the uses of
antibiotics. There is still a large grey area
surrounding how viral and bacterial
infections can be diagnosed simply from
the symptoms. The subject of over
prescribing antibiotics is a debate that
remains buoyant amongst medical and
health professionals and one that is also
kept at the forefront with more superbugs
being detected that bear resistance to all
types of antibiotics. There is the added
problem of those patients that have built up
a resistance to antibiotics either from
overuse or some form of allergy. BOOK
#3: Reflexology: 23 Outstanding Tips on
How to Learn Reflexology Massage
Techniques The tips in this book address
everything you need to know about
reflexology. It takes you from the basics of
reflexology to detailed instruction on how
to use reflexology on yourself or a patient.
A few of the things youll discover
include:Techniques that professionals use
to release stress from the bodyHow to tell
if you can benefit from reflexology
workAreas of the hands, feet, and ears that
promote blood flow and healing BOOK
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#4: Quick Easy Recipes: 20 Delicious
Quick and Easy Recipes That You can
Make with Less than 5 Ingredients Would
you believe that you could create healthy,
nutritious meals with 5 ingredients or less?
Better still that the majority of these meals
can be created in half an hour? If you are
like me then you are probably skeptical and
maybe cannot really believe that it is
possible to create a meal with just 5
ingredients. If this is your view then you
can prepare to be pleasantly surprised.
BOOK #5: Essential Oils: 28 Amazing
Essential Oil Recipes To Help You Reduce
Stress. Learn How to Make Essential Oils
Easily. Modern life can be very stressful:
we spend mots of our time between
travelling and working, between shopping
and looking after our family. So, when do
we have time to treat ourselves and relax?
If you have ever taken a walk to the many
beauty and healthcare shops, you will have
found that you can either buy cheap
products whose ingredients require a
degree in chemistry to make any sense of,
or extremely expensive ones that are
natural but very often well above your
budget.
BOOK #6: Atkins Diet: 25
Amazing Atkins Diet Recipes to Easily
Start the Atkins Diet and Learn the Atkins
Diet Tips for Beginners How important is
what we consume as food to our body?
Indeed I would say, very important. In fact,
what we consume determines how healthy
and alive we are. What we eat and drink
are a reflection of who we are, what we are
and a whole lot of other things. This is
how important the issue of our kinds of
foods and drinks are. This is why we need
to place close attention to this issue.
Getting Your FREE Bonus Download this
book, and find BONUS: Your FREE Gift
chapter right after the introduction or after
the conclusion. Download your copy of
Health Box Set by scrolling up and
clicking Buy Now With 1-Click button.
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